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What is the Script Encoding Initiative?

A project hosted by UC Berkeley’s Linguistics department that
helps prepare proposals of historic and minority scripts for
inclusion in the Unicode Standard and ISO 10646



Has held a unique position in the Unicode Consortium as an
academic member for 19 years
Persists despite opposing incentive structures
Extremely successful! Over 100 scripts already encoded
through SEI’s help and many more in the pipeline
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Round-trip backwards compatibility 
Characters, not glyphs

Stability policy
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Script encoding process

Ensure writing system is in active use
(modern scripts) and well-
documented (modern and historic
scripts)

1.

“Zero to Digital guide”, Translation Commons



Script encoding process

2. Gather evidence to
to submit alongside
character proposal



Script encoding process

Adlam meeting, 2014 Mongolian meeting, 2017



How SEI got started

“Scratching your own itch”
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How SEI got started

...leading to regular attendance at
UTC meetings and eventually
membership in the Unicode
Consortium



How SEI got started

Expansion from historic 
Indo-European scripts to modern
minority langauges

Old Italic

Aegean scripts (Linear B, Cypriot
Syllabary)

Ol Chiki

Balinese

N’Ko

...



How SEI got started

SEI (as UC Berkeley)
has been the only
university on Unicode
Consortium roster since
it joined in 2004



Managing opposing structures
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Finding funding

Getting university support for Unicode membership
Eventually paid from grants

Convincing scholars about importance of Unicode
Shifted slowly as Unicode (and the Internet) took off

Convincing modern language communities of Unicode’s utility
Relayed effectively through the success of ADLaM and N’Ko

Private donors, UNESCO, NEH, Google grant



Doing lots with little; ongoing challenges



Conferences and ISO meetings helpful
Need to stay informed on ~40 scripts at a time that are somewhere in the
pipeline

More examples needed?
Proposal vetted?
Outstanding issues resolved?
User community involved?

Different parties working at different paces

Finding and supporting experts and community members can be
difficult



Providing assistance in getting script on devices and in software
Ongoing goal to raise funds for this work, ideally disbursed over longer  
time horizons

Identifying long-term funding and full-stack support



How to address shifts in understanding and in
Unicode expectations?



Takeaways

Keep engaging with communities already in Unicode

Better explain the steps after Unicode

Keep working with contacts to get information on unencoded scripts

Lobby companies to support SEI’s work and work on minority scripts

Encourage educational institutions to join Unicode and have a voice!



SEI, looking forward:

Help replenish ranks of Unicoders via coursework and research
opportunities through SEI

Share past script communities’ experiences with digitization in a collective
archive

Translate SEI’s story for public audiences through public writing and
presentations



“I found while attending Unicode Technical Committee
meetings in the early 2000s that I had found my tribe,
though it took some time to follow the Unicode lingo and
to understand the encoding process”



Thank you!
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